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Jeremiah 7:3 • Luke 8:4-8

Open:
• What is your faith background/history? Share a little about your faith tradition and how you felt about it
growing up?
• What struck you about the history of the Church that we walked through this weekend?

Discussion:
• Read Jeremiah 7:3 in several different translations. God is calling His people to reform their
ways and actions. Reform is a change or improvement to a better state or form; and an abandoning of
wrong or corrupt ways. Along our journey in Christian Formation, we abandon the dominion of darkness
to live into the Kingdom of the Son, God loves, where there is redemption and the forgiveness of sins
(Colossians 1:13). Are you open to the need for re-formation in your life/heart? As we were asked, “what
is the voice of reform you may need to Listen to more fully in these days ahead?”
• Read Luke 8:4-8. Jesus shared the parable of the four soils with a large crowd. The first soil was
trampled and hard, the second soil was rocky, the third was thorny, and the last soil was good and fruitful.
Where would you place yourself on the continuum of being open and receptive to listening to God for
re-formation towards fruitfulness?

Hard/Closed

Rocky

Thorny

Good/Open

• What actions in your life show this?
• Using the same continuum above, where would you place yourself in relation to how you handle change?
How does this effect your re-formation in Christ?
• What helps us to keep an attitude and and openness to always reforming?
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Using the grid below, talk through the three crucial questions we were given this weekend.

Consider . . .

Initial Thoughts/Feelings/
Impressions . . .

What would help you be
more open to this?

Do you WANT to live in
the Kingdom of God?
What is the voice of
protest you may need to
LISTEN more fully to in
the days ahead?
What voice of constructive
protest might God be
calling you to SPEAK?

Practice for the Week:
Listening: How can you keep the posture of a listener this week? Intentionally keep an appropriate openness to
God, as you listen to others’ ideas, opinions, styles and comments? What distractions need to be removed to listen
to God well? What might God be asking you to reform in your life?

We would love your feedback!
If you have any thoughts, questions, comments, ideas on how to make these study guides
more meaningful for you and your group please let us know.
We would also LOVE to hear how God is using these study guides in your lives.
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